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Abstract
Centre manifold method is an accurate approach for analytically constructing
an advection-diffusion equation (and even more accurate equations involv-
ing higher-order derivatives) for the depth-averaged concentration of sub-
stances in channels. This paper presents a direct numerical verification of
this method with examples of the dispersion in laminar and turbulent flows
in an open channel with a smooth bottom. The one-dimensional integrated
radial basis function network (1D-IRBFN) method is used as a numerical
approach to obtain a numerical solution for the original two-dimensional (2-
D) advection-diffusion equation. The 2-D solution is depth-averaged and
compared with the solution of the 1-D equation derived using the centre
manifolds. The numerical results show that the 2-D and 1-D solutions are
in good agreement both for the laminar flow and turbulent flow. The max-
imum depth-averaged concentrations for the 1-D and 2-D models gradually
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converge to each other, with their velocities becoming practically equal. The
obtained numerical results also demonstrate that the longitudinal diffusion
can be neglected compared to the advection.
Keywords: Dispersion; Open Channel Flow; Centre Manifolds; Integrated
Radial Basis Function; Numerical Method.
1. Introduction
An asymptotic evolution equation governing the cross-flow averaged con-
centration of contaminants and other substances can be effectively used for
prediction of the spreading of the substances in environmental and industrial
flows. Taylor [1, 2] constructed an advection-diffusion equation describing
the averaged concentration along a channel using half-empirical arguments.
The equation is applicable at large times when spatial variations of the con-
centration along the channel become slow.
A more accurate method of constructing such an equation is based on
centre manifold theory; the method was proposed in a series of works (cited
below) originated by Roberts. Mercer and Roberts [3] applied the centre
manifold theory to describe the dispersion in a laminar flow in a channel.
Roberts [4] also showed how to derive appropriate initial conditions for the
asymptotic model. In an attempt to obtain more accurate approximations
some authors used two-zone models. Chatwin [5] divided the flow into a
mean stream layer and a viscous layer near the bottom. Smith [6] derived
a delay-diffusion equation in a similar manner to the two-zone model and
showed that the results depend on the way the zones are chosen. Chik-
wendu [7] built a two-zone model with the fast zone in the upper part of
the flow and the slow zone near the bottom. He averaged the concentration
over each zone separately and described the dynamics in terms of the aver-
age concentration in each zone. A system of coupled equations was derived
using approximate arguments. Namely, the Newton’s law approximated the
diffusion through the interface between the zones. Watt and Roberts [8] de-
signed zonal models using techniques closely related to the centre manifold
approach. Subsequently, Roberts and Strunin [9] derived a two-zone model
based on the centre manifolds. They validated the analysis using direct com-
putations of the original 2-D equations.
Turbulent flows are more difficult to model than laminar ones because,
firstly, the turbulent diffusion coefficient depends on the velocity shear and,
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secondly, the boundary conditions at the bottom may not be easy to for-
mulate. Strunin [10] analysed the transport of contaminants in turbulent
boundary layers of two types. He considered the classical logarithmic veloc-
ity profile and, according to an alternative model, power velocity profile. The
flow was assumed steady and variations of the contaminant concentration in
space and time were supposed slow. The dynamical structure of turbulence
was taken into account through the connection between the turbulent diffu-
sion coefficient and the velocity shear.
Our main purpose in the present paper is to justify the averaged model,
deduced by the centre manifolds, by direct comparison of numerical solutions
of the averaged (1-D) and original (2-D) models, using the one-dimensional
integrated radial basis function network (1D-IRBFN) method [11]. The 1D-
IRBFN and IRBFN-based methods have been successfully developed and
applied to several engineering problems such as structural analysis [12, 13],
viscous and viscoelastic flows [14, 15, 16], and fluid-structure interaction [17].
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly describe the modelling of dispersion based on centre manifold theory,
followed by a discussion of the numerical approach in Section 3. Section 4
discusses the modelling of turbulent dispersion in an open channel. In Section
5, the numerical approach is verified, followed by the discussion on numerical
results in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Modelling dispersion based on Centre Manifold Theory
We consider the 2-D advection-diffusion equation
∂tc + u(y)∂xc = ∂y[D(y)∂yc] , (2.1)
where u(y) is the velocity of the flow in the channel, supposed known; c
the contaminant concentration; and D(y) the diffusion coefficient which is
responsible for the turbulent diffusion across the channel and defined by [10]
D(y) = Ku2
∗
/∂yu , (2.2)
in which u∗ is the friction velocity and the (non-dimensional and positive)
proportionality coefficient K may generally depend on the Schmidt num-
ber [18]. The boundary conditions describe non-penetration through the
bottom (y = 0) and surface (y = h, h is the channel height),
D∂yc|y=0 = D∂yc|y=h = 0 . (2.3)
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We then convert the model (2.1)–(2.3) into the equation for the averaged
concentration C1 using the centre manifolds (Appendix A),
∂tC1 = g1∂xC1 + g2∂
2
xC1 + g3∂
3
xC1 . . . . (2.4)
The coefficients g1, g2 and g3 are responsible for the advection, diffusion and
dispersion, respectively, and are analytically derived as shown in Appendix A.2.
We do not include the along-the-flow component of the diffusion, DL∂
2
xc, al-
though this can be done without difficulty. In Sub-section 6.3, we show that
this term does not affect the averaged model.
Our plan is to solve the original (2-D) transport equation (2.1) with some
initial conditions to determine c(x, y, t) after a long elapsed time, then com-
pute the depth-averaged concentration as C2(x, t) =
1
h
∫ h
0
c(x, y, t) dy and
compare it with the solution C1(x, t) obtained from (2.4). As we show in
Section 6 the two solutions converge to each other, which confirms the cor-
rectness of the averaged model. Several numerical examples on dispersion
modelling using the centre manifolds are investigated and reported in Sec-
tion 6.
3. Numerical Approach: One-Dimensional Radial Basis Function
Networks
In this section, we briefly describe the 1D-IRBFN methods [11] includ-
ing 1D-IRBFN-2 and 1D-IRBFN-4 schemes, with the full details given in
Appendix B. The domain of interest is discretised using a Cartesian grid,
i.e. an array of straight lines that run parallel to the x- and y-axes as shown
in Fig. 1. The dependent variable u and its derivatives on each grid line
are approximated using an IRBFN interpolation scheme as described in the
remainder of this section.
3.1. Second-order 1D-IRBFN (1D-IRBFN-2 scheme)
Consider an x-grid line, e.g. [j] (Fig. 1). The variation of u along this line
is sought in the IRBF form. The second-order derivative of u is decomposed
into RBFs; the RBF network is then integrated once and twice to obtain the
expressions for the first-order derivative of u and the solution u itself,
∂2u(x)
∂x2
=
N
[j]
x∑
i=1
w(i)G(i)(x) =
N
[j]
x∑
i=1
w(i)H
(i)
[2] (x) , (3.1)
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∂u(x)
∂x
=
N
[j]
x∑
i=1
w(i)H
(i)
[1] (x) + p1 , (3.2)
u(x) =
N
[j]
x∑
i=1
w(i)H
(i)
[0] (x) + p1x+ p2 , (3.3)
where N
[j]
x is the number of nodes on the grid line [j]; {w(i)}N
[j]
x
i=1 RBF weights
to be determined;
{
G(i)(x)
}N [j]x
i=1
=
{
H
(i)
[2] (x)
}N [j]x
i=1
known RBFs; H
(i)
[1] (x) =∫
H
(i)
[2] (x)dx; H
(i)
[0] (x) =
∫
H
(i)
[1] (x)dx; and p1 and p2 integration constants
which are also unknown. An example of RBF, used in this work, is the
multiquadrics G(i)(x) =
√
(x− x(i))2 + a(i)2, a(i) - the RBF width determined
as a(i) = βd(i), β a positive factor, and d(i) the distance from the ith centre to
its nearest neighbour. The new basis functions H
(i)
[1] (x) and H
(i)
[0] (x) obtained
from integrating the multiquadrics G(i)(x) are as follows.
H
(i)
[1] (x) =
r
2
A+
(a(i))
2
2
B, (3.4)
H
(i)
[0] (x) =
(
r2
6
− (a
(i))
2
3
)
A+
(a(i))
2
r
2
B, (3.5)
in which r = x− x(i), A =
√
r2 + a(i)2, and B = ln(r + A).
3.2. Fourth-order 1D-IRBFN (1D-IRBFN-4 scheme)
The 1D-IRBFN-4 scheme is used to solve 1-D third- and fourth-order
differential equations (Eqs. (4.9) and (6.7)). Consider a 1-D computational
domain (a line) with Nx points. The variation of u along this line is sought
in the IRBF form. The fourth-order derivative is decomposed into RBFs.
The RBF networks are then integrated to obtain the lower-order derivatives
and the function itself,
∂4u(x)
∂x4
=
Nx∑
i=1
w(i)G(i)(x) =
Nx∑
i=1
w(i)H
(i)
[4] (x) , (3.6)
∂3u(x)
∂x3
=
Nx∑
i=1
w(i)H
(i)
[3] (x) + p1 , (3.7)
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∂2u(x)
∂x2
=
Nx∑
i=1
w(i)H
(i)
[2] (x) + p1x+ p2 , (3.8)
∂u(x)
∂x
=
Nx∑
i=1
w(i)H
(i)
[1] (x) +
p1
2
x2 + p2x+ p3 , (3.9)
u(x) =
Nx∑
i=1
w(i)H
(i)
[0] (x) +
p1
6
x3 ++
p2
2
x2 + p3x+ p4 , (3.10)
where
{
G(i)(x)
}Nx
i=1
=
{
H
(i)
[4] (x)
}Nx
i=1
are known RBFs; H
(i)
[3] (x) =
∫
H
(i)
[4] (x)dx;
H
(i)
[2] (x) =
∫
H
(i)
[3] (x)dx; H
(i)
[1] (x) =
∫
H
(i)
[2] (x)dx; H
(i)
[0] (x) =
∫
H
(i)
[1] (x)dx; {w(i)}Nxi=1
are RBF weights to be determined; and p1, p2, p3 and p4 integration con-
stants which are also unknown. The new basis functions H
(i)
[3] (x), H
(i)
[2] (x),
H
(i)
[1] (x) and H
(i)
[0] (x) obtained from integrating the multiquadrics G
(i)(x) are
as follows.
H
(i)
[3] (x) =
r
2
A +
(a(i))
2
2
B, (3.11)
H
(i)
[2] (x) =
(
r2
6
− (a
(i))
2
3
)
A +
(a(i))
2
r
2
B, (3.12)
H
(i)
[1] (x) =
(
−13(a
(i))
2
r
48
+
r3
24
)
A+
(
−(a
(i))
4
16
+
(a(i))
2
r2
4
)
B, (3.13)
H
(i)
[0] (x) =
(
(a(i))
4
45
− 83(a
(i))
2
r2
720
+
r4
120
)
A+
(
−3(a
(i))
4
r
48
+
4(a(i))
2
r3
48
)
B.
(3.14)
4. Application to Turbulent Dispersion in an Open Channel
Original 2-D model: Consider a turbulent shear flow in an open chan-
nel as presented in [10]. The concentration of contaminant is described by
the 2-D advection-diffusion equation (2.1), (hereafter all quantities are non-
dimensional)
∂c
∂t
+ u(y)
∂c
∂x
=
∂
∂y
(
D(y)
∂c
∂y
)
, (4.1)
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where the diffusion coefficient D(y) is represented by (2.2), and the velocity
obeys the classical logarithmic law,
u(y) = (1/κ) ln (R.y) +B , (4.2)
where R = 6000, B = 5.5, κ = 0.4 and K = 1.
The logarithmic law (4.2) is a classical model for turbulent boundary
layer described in many books (e.g., [19]). This law is valid in the region
ǫ < y < 1 (ǫ = 50/R ≫ 5/R = h1/h, where h1 is the width of the viscous
sublayer). At large Reynolds numbers the value of ǫ is small. Actually, in
the present computations we use ǫ = 5/R but the large Reynolds number
R = 6000 ensures that both 5/R and 50/R are small. We note that Eq. (2.4)
was derived under the assumption of smallness of ǫ.
We use B = 5.5 and κ = 0.4 because of the following reason: In our anal-
ysis, it is convenient that the entire flow from the bottom to the surface is one
inertial boundary layer. Using B = 5.5 and κ = 0.4 provides an agreement
between the inner and outer regions of the developed boundary flow and en-
sures that the layer has universal velocity structure [20, 21]. Nikuradse [20]
first found the constants B = 5.5 and κ = 0.4 for hydraulically smooth pipe
flow. In [21], Keulegan assumed that the same values for these constants can
be adopted for smooth open channels. In the literature, these empirical con-
stants can have different values. An extensive survey of mean velocity profile
measurements in various 2-D turbulent boundary layer flows by Coles [22]
showed that the law of the wall is well represented by equation (4.2) when
using κ = 0.4 and B = 5.1. Huffman and Bradshaw [23] used the values
B = 5.0 and κ = 0.41. More recently, Steffler et al. [24] adopted the val-
ues B = 5.5 and κ = 0.4 and presented some turbulence measurements for
uniform flow in a smooth rectangular channel. They found that the velocity
measurements in the viscous sublayer agree well with the linear form of the
law of the wall.
We consider Eq. (4.1) in a rectangular domain xA ≤ x ≤ xB, ǫ ≤ y ≤ 1
as shown in Fig. 2, subject to the boundary conditions:
c = 0, on x = xA , (4.3)
c = 0, on x = xB , (4.4)
∂c
∂y
= 0, on y = ǫ , (4.5)
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∂c
∂y
= 0, on y = 1 . (4.6)
An initial condition is taken in the form of a cloud of the contaminant arbi-
trarily centered at x0 = −11.5, y0 = 1 (note that xA < x0 < xB, and xA and
xB are set to −100 and 100 at the initial moment, respectively),
c(x, y, 0) = exp
[− (0.1 (x− x0))4 − (7(y − y0))4] . (4.7)
The domains of interest are represented by Cartesian grids. Application of
the Crank-Nicolson scheme to Eq. (4.1) in conjunction with the use of the
1D-IRBFN method for spatial discretisation results in
c(n+1) − c(n)
∆t
=
F (n)(x, y, t)
2
+
F (n+1)(x, y, t)
2
, (4.8)
where F (x, y, t) = −u(y)∂c/∂x+ κK∂ (y∂c/∂y) /∂y .
Low-dimensional depth-averaged 1-D one-zone model: In the present sim-
ulation, we take into account the first four derivatives in the RHS of (2.4)
and ignore the higher-order derivatives,
∂C1
∂t
≈ g1∂C1
∂x
+ g2
∂2C1
∂x2
+ g3
∂3C1
∂x3
+ g4
∂4C1
∂x4
, (4.9)
where as shown in [10] g1 ≈ −(1/κ)(lnR − 1) + B; g2 ≈ 1/(4κ3K); and
g3 ≈ 17/(216κ5K2) for the case of logarithmic velocity profile. In the present
paper we also calculate the next coefficient, g4, through Eqs. (A.10)–(A.13)
and obtain g4 ≈ −65/(4608κ7K3) as described in detail in Appendix C.
Eq. (4.9) is subject to the boundary conditions
C1 = 0,
∂C1
∂x
= 0, at x = xA, x = xB . (4.10)
An initial condition (at t = t0) for Eq. (4.9) is taken to be
C1(x, t0) = C2(x, t0), (4.11)
where C2(x, t0) =
1
(1−ε)
1∫
ε
c (x, y, t0) dy.
The spatial discretisation of first-order and second-order derivatives in
Eq. (4.1) is carried out by using (3.1)–(3.2), while the first-order, second-
order, third-order and fourth-order derivatives in Eq. (4.9) are discretised
through (3.6)–(3.9).
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Note that the peak of depth-averaged concentration C (C can be C1 or
C2) moves along the positive x-axis as time t goes on and the concentration on
the inlet and outlet boundaries of the computational domain is assumed to be
zero. In order to reduce the computational effort, the computational domain
is regularly shifted along the x-axis after a period of time ∆τ . The strategy
to shift the computational domain from time t = τ (k) to time t = τ (k) +∆τ
is described in Fig. 3. When creating a new computational domain, the inlet
boundary is set at the position xA′ where C = ǫC , presently ǫC = 10
−4. The
concentration in the new region BB’C’C is assigned to be zero at the initial
time t = τ (k) + ∆τ . The flowchart of numerical procedure is presented in
Fig. 4.
5. Verification of the 1D-IRBFN method
Before computing the 1-D and 2-D models using the 1D-IRBFN method
and comparing results, we need to verify the method. We consider an artifi-
cially constructed advection-diffusion equation with a source function,
∂c
∂t
+ u(y)
∂c
∂x
− ∂
2c
∂y2
= f(x, y, t) , (5.1)
where f(x, y, t) = 2 (−t/(t2 + 1)− xu(y)− 2y2 + 1) e−(x2+y2)/(t2 + 1); and
u(y) is given by (4.2). It is easy to check that (5.1) has the analytical solution,
c(x, y, t) = e−(x
2+y2)/(t2 + 1). (5.2)
We solve Eq. (5.1) numerically in a rectangular domain −0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.5, ǫ ≤
y ≤ 1 with ǫ = 5/R using two cases of boundary conditions:
• Case 1: Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed along all four edges of
the rectangular domain.
• Case 2: Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed along two horizontal
edges, and Neumann boundary conditions imposed along two vertical
edges.
We intend to demonstrate that the numerical solution by the 1D-IRBFN
method well agrees with the analytical solution (5.2); this will justify the
numerical method.
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The boundary and initial conditions must be consistent with (5.2). The
initial time moment is taken at t0 = 0. Table 1 and Fig. 5 present the numer-
ical results, namely, the relative error norms (Ne) of the present numerical
method for Case 1 and Case 2. The relative error norm is calculated as
Ne =
√√√√√√√
N∑
i=1
(
c(i) − c(i)a
)2
N∑
i=1
(
c
(i)
a
)2 , (5.3)
where the subscript “a” denotes the analytical solution; and N is the total
number of unknown nodal values in the computational domain. Assuming
that the solution is convergent with respect to the grid refinement, the be-
haviour of the error of the solution is assumed to be Ne ≈ αhλ = O(hλ), in
which h is the grid spacing; and α and λ the parameters of the exponential
model (λ > 0 is the convergence rate). The convergence behaviour for Case
1 and Case 2 are O(h3.54) and O(h2.13), respectively. Fig. 6 shows a good
agreement between the 1D-IRBFN results of y-average value of the variable
c along the x-axis and the analytical solution at several times t = 1.0, 2.0
and 3.0.
6. Comparison of 1-D and 2-D dispersion models
6.1. Laminar shear flow in an open channel
Consider a shear flow in an open channel as described by Roberts and
Strunin [9], Fig. 7. Note that the direction of the y-axis is opposite to that
in Fig. 2 so that the bottom is at y = 1 (we follow [9]). The concentration
of contaminant obeys the 2-D non-dimensional advection-diffusion equation
∂c
∂t
+ u(y)
∂c
∂x
=
∂2c
∂y2
, (6.1)
where u(y) = (3/2)Pe(1− y2); Pe = Uh/D is the Peclet number, presently
set to be 60; U the constant average downstream velocity; h the channel
height; and D the constant coefficient of diffusion.
Roberts and Strunin [9] considered two versions of the 2-D model. In
the first version, they studied (6.1) in the entire channel domain xA ≤ x ≤
xB, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1. They called it a one-zone version. The boundary conditions
are
c = 0, on x = xA , (6.2)
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c = 0, on x = xB , (6.3)
∂c
∂y
= 0, on y = 0 , (6.4)
∂c
∂y
= 0, on y = 1 . (6.5)
As in [9], the initial condition is taken in the form
c(x, y, 0) = 10 exp
[− (0.1 (x− x0))4 − (7(y − y0))4] , (6.6)
with x0 = −11.5, and y0 = 0. The centre manifold theory leads to the
following 1-D one-zone model for the flow
∂C1
∂t
= g1
∂C1
∂x
+ g2
∂2C1
∂x2
+ g3
∂3C1
∂x3
, (6.7)
where g1 = −Pe, g2 = Pe2/30 and g3 = −Pe3/1575 [9]. The boundary con-
ditions and the initial condition for (6.7) are taken as (4.10) and (4.11),
respectively, in which c(x, y, t0) is the 2-D concentration from the prob-
lem (6.1)–(6.6) at t = t0.
In the second version, Roberts and Strunin [9] subdivided the channel
into two zones – slow near the bottom (α < y ≤ 1) and fast near the surface
(0 ≤ y ≤ α), with α = 0.55 as shown in Fig. 7. For the cross-zone averaged
concentrations in the fast and slow zones, C1f(x, t) and C1s(x, t) respectively,
they derived the equations
∂C1f
∂t
= a1C1f + a2C1s + a3
∂C1f
∂x
+ a4
∂C1s
∂x
+ a5
∂2C1f
∂x2
+ a6
∂2C1s
∂x2
, (6.8)
∂C1s
∂t
= b1C1f + b2C1s + b3
∂C1f
∂x
+ b4
∂C1s
∂x
+ b5
∂2C1f
∂x2
+ b6
∂2C1s
∂x2
, (6.9)
where a1 = −4.441, a2 = 4.441, a3 = −1.397Pe, a4 = 0.0478Pe, a5 =
9.68 × 10−4Pe2, a6 = −1.85 × 10−3Pe2; and b1 = 5.428, b2 = −5.428, b3 =
−0.0461Pe, b4 = −0.527Pe, b5 = −1.78 × 10−3Pe2, b6 = 3.34 × 10−3Pe2.
The depth-averaged concentration for the whole channel is
C1(x, t) = αC1f(x, t) + (1− α)C1s(x, t). (6.10)
The system of Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) is subject to the boundary conditions
C1f = 0,
∂C1f
∂x
= 0, at x = xA, x = xB , (6.11)
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C1s = 0,
∂C1s
∂x
= 0, at x = xA, x = xB . (6.12)
In order to achieve the fastest (exponential) convergence of the 1-D and 2-D
models, the following initial conditions were derived by Roberts and Strunin
(See [9] for details. A similar derivation is discussed in a simple example in
Appendix A.1).
C1f (x, t0) ≈
1∫
0
(
2.159− 5.720y2 + 4.705y4 − 1.548y6) c (x, y, t0) dy
+Pe
1∫
0
(−0.010 + 0.174y2 − 0.482y4 + 0.494y6) ∂c (x, y, t0)
∂x
dy ,
(6.13)
C1s(x, t0) ≈
1∫
0
(−0.417 + 6.991y2 − 5.750y4 + 1.892y6) c (x, y, t0) dy
+Pe
1∫
0
(
0.020− 0.333y2 + 0.867y4 − 0.786y6) ∂c (x, y, t0)
∂x
dy ,
(6.14)
where c(x, y, t0) is, the 2-D concentration from the problem (6.1)–(6.6) at
t = t0.
In the following we discuss the numerical results. Fig. 8 shows the con-
tours of the concentration in the channel at times t = 0.00 and 0.09 using the
1D-IRBFN method; they are close to those obtained in [9] by finite different
method (FDM). A good agreement is also demonstrated in Fig. 9 showing
our 1D-IRBFN results and FDM results of [9] for the original (2-D) model
and the centre manifold (1-D) models in the one-zone and two-zone versions.
The 1D-IRBFN and FDM results correlate well for the slow zone and slightly
differ for the fast zone.
Fig. 10 presents the grid convergence study for 2-D analysis of the max-
imum depth-averaged concentration (Cmax) with respect to time t. The fig-
ure shows that the numerical results obtained are indistinguishable for grids
denser than or equal to 81 × 47. Fig. 11 presents the corresponding grid
convergence study for the 1-D one-zone analysis and the converged solution
compared with the 2-D and 1-D two-zone results. The figure demonstrates
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that the 1-D two-zone solution agrees well with the 2-D model solution while
the 1-D one-zone solution is not in very good agreement with the 2-D so-
lution. This is because only three terms (the first-order, second-order and
third-order derivatives) are considered in the governing equation of 1-D one-
zone model. One can improve the accuracy by including higher-order terms.
The maximum depth-averaged concentrations for the 1-D one-zone and 2-D
models converge to each other and their velocities along the x-axis are almost
the same as indicated by the fact that the curves in Fig. 12 nearly coincide
as time increases. The present numerical solutions are obtained at very large
times up to t = 7.0, rather than at short times around t = 0.09, as reported
in the work by Roberts and Strunin [9].
6.2. Turbulent shear flow in an open channel
In this example we investigate a shear flow in an open channel governed
by Eq. (4.1). Four cases for the 1-D one-zone model are considered here as
follows.
• Case 1: Only the advection term (g1∂C1/∂x) on the RHS of (4.9) is
taken into account.
• Case 2: The advection and diffusion terms (g1∂C1/∂x, g2∂2C1/∂x2) on
the RHS of (4.9) are taken into account.
• Case 3: The first three leading terms – advection, diffusion and dis-
persion (g1∂C1/∂x, g2∂
2C1/∂x
2, g3∂
3C1/∂x
3) on the RHS of (4.9) are
taken into account.
• Case 4: The first four leading terms – advection, diffusion, disper-
sion, and fourth-order dissipation (g1∂C1/∂x, g2∂
2C1/∂x
2, g3∂
3C1/∂x
3,
g4∂
4C1/∂x
4) on the RHS of (4.9) are taken into account.
Fig. 13 compares the distribution of the depth-averaged concentration
along the channel between the 2-D model and the 1-D model for the four
cases at time t = 30.0. It appears that the 1-D Case 1 results are very
different from those of the 2-D model while the results of the 1-D Case 2,
Case 3 and Case 4 are in good agreement with those of the 2-D model.
Fig. 14 shows the grid convergence study for the 2-D analysis of Cmax
against t. The numerical result is convergent with increasing grid density.
The corresponding grid convergence study for the 1-D (Case 4) analysis is also
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conducted. We compare the converged 1-D solution with the 2-D solution on
a 101× 201 grid as shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that the values of Cmax
for both the 1-D and 2-D models converge to each other as time increases.
6.3. Effect of longitudinal diffusion
It is straightforward to investigate how the longitudinal (along-the-channel)
diffusion affects the centre manifold model (A.13)–(A.15). In place of (4.1)
we have
∂c
∂t
+ u(y)
∂c
∂x
=
∂
∂y
(
D(y)
∂c
∂y
)
+DL
∂2c
∂x2
, (6.15)
where DL is the diffusion coefficient along the channel. Instead of (A.6), we
now get
∂tcˆ = L[cˆ]− iku(y)cˆ+ (ik)2DLcˆ . (6.16)
Performing the same procedure as in Appendix A.2, we obtain
L[cˆ] =
∂cˆ
∂Cˆ1
G+ ikucˆ− (ik)2Cˆ1 , (6.17)
and, further, upon substitution of (A.9) into (6.17), we get
L[cˆ] =
∞∑
n=1
n∑
m=1
cn−mgm(ik)
nCˆ1 + u(y)
∞∑
n=0
cn(ik)
n+1Cˆ1 −DL
∞∑
n=0
cn(ik)
n+2Cˆ1 ,
and, collecting similar terms,
L[cn] =
n∑
m=1
cn−mgm + u(y)cn−1 −DLcn−2 for n = 2, 3, ... . (6.18)
When n = 1, Eq. (6.18) coincides with (A.12). Integrating (6.18) over the
depth, we obtain
D(y)∂yc|y=h −D(y)∂yc|y=0 = gn + u(y)cn−1 −DLcn−2 ,
where, as before, the overbar means depth-average. Since the fluxes through
the boundaries are zero, we have
gn = −u(y)cn−1 +DLcn−2 for n = 2, 3, ...
Note that the only effect of DL is the addition to the diffusion coefficient
g2, because cn−2 = 0 for all n except n = 2 for which c0 = 1. For the
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logarithmic velocity profile g2 ≈ 1/(4κ3K) + DL. Using K = 1, κ = 0.4
and DL = 0.05 (according to Taylor [2]), we estimate the ratio between the
longitudinal diffusion coefficient and the diffusion coefficient due to the shear
DL/(1/4κ
3K) = 0.0128. The small influence of DL on the concentration
dynamics is illustrated by Fig. 16, showing the maximum concentration Cmax
versus time for the 1-D and 2-D models. It can be seen that the effect of
the turbulent longitudinal dispersion is indeed small compared to the role
of the shear. This supports the modelling of Roberts and Strunin [9] and
Strunin [10] who ignored the longitudinal diffusion from the very beginning.
7. Conclusion
The shear dispersion of contaminant based on centre manifold theory is
successfully simulated by using the 1D-IRBFN method. The numerical solu-
tion of the derived 1-D (one-zone and two-zone) model equations obtained by
centre manifolds for both laminar and turbulent flows are in a good agreement
with that of the original 2-D advection-diffusion equation. These models
yield almost the same velocities of the maximum depth-averaged concentra-
tion along the channel. We obtain the 1D-IRBFN solution for the maximum
depth-averaged concentration for the 1-D one-zone model taking into account
several leading terms including advection, diffusion and dispersion. The so-
lution converges to that of the original 2-D model. A small gap between the
solutions exists, however, the accuracy of the centre manifold equation can
be improved by including higher-order derivatives. The numerical results
confirm that the effect of longitudinal diffusion is negligible. Note that our
work can be viewed not only as the confirmation of the centre manifold ap-
proach by the 1D-IRBFN technique but also as another confirmation of the
numerical technique by the centre manifolds. Our results demonstrate that
convergence takes place even for unmodified initial condition as discussed in
Appendix A.1.
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Table 1: Two-dimensional advection-diffusion equation with source: Grid convergence
study for 1D-IRBFN method at time t = 2.0, using a time step ∆t = 5.10−3.
Grid Ne
Case 1 Case 2
21x21 9.01E-06 1.15E-03
31x31 2.58E-06 4.96E-04
41x41 9.82E-07 2.70E-04
51x51 4.14E-07 1.66E-04
61x61 1.75E-07 1.09E-04
18
Fig. 1: Cartesian grid.
Fig. 2: Shear flow in an open channel [10]: Problem geometry and boundary conditions.
19
Fig. 3: Shear flow in an open channel: The computational domain is shifted along the
x-axis from time t = τ (k) to time t = τ (k) +∆τ .
20
Fig. 4: Flowchart of the numerical analysis.
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Fig. 5: 2-D advection-diffusion equation with source: Convergence study for 1D-IRBFN
method, using a time step ∆t = 5.10−3. The convergence behaviour of 1D-IRBFN for
Case 1 and Case 2 are O(h3.54) and O(h2.13), respectively .
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Fig. 6: 2-D advection-diffusion equation with source (Case 2): Comparison of y-average
value of variable c (C2) along the x-axis between the analytical solution and 1D-IRBFN
result at several times t = 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0, using a time step ∆t = 5.10−3 and a grid of
41× 41.
Fig. 7: Laminar shear flow in an open channel: Problem geometry and boundary condi-
tions.
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Fig. 8: Laminar shear flow in an open channel: Concentration field in the channel at times
t = 0.00 and 0.09, using a time step ∆t = 0.005.
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Fig. 9: Laminar shear flow in an open channel: Comparison between 1D-IRBFN and
FDM [9] results of the original (2-D) model, the 1-D two-zone model and the 1-D one-
zone model at time t = 0.09, using a time step ∆t = 0.005. Note that the initial condition
is taken at time t = 0.0 for both 1-D and 2-D analyses.
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Fig. 10: Laminar shear flow in an open channel: The grid convergence study for 2-D
analysis of the maximum depth-averaged concentration with respect to time t, using the
1D-IRBFN method and a time step ∆t = 0.005.
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Fig. 11: Laminar shear flow in an open channel: The grid convergence study for 1-D
one-zone analysis of the maximum depth-averaged concentration with respect to time t
in comparison with the original (2-D) model and the 1-D two-zone model, using the 1D-
IRBFN method and a time step ∆t = 0.005. Note that the initial condition is taken at
time t = 1.0 for 1-D analysis.
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Fig. 12: Laminar shear flow in an open channel: The grid convergence study for 1-D
one-zone analysis of the position of the maximum depth-averaged concentration (xmax)
with respect to time t in comparison with the original (2-D) model and the 1-D two-zone
model, using the 1D-IRBFN method and a time step ∆t = 0.005. Note that the initial
condition is taken at time t = 1.0 for 1-D analysis.
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Fig. 13: Turbulent shear flow in an open channel: Comparison of depth-averaged concen-
tration along the channel among the results of the 2-D and 1-D models for Case 1, Case 2
and Case 3 at time t = 30.00, using a time step ∆t = 5.10−3 and grids of 101× 201 and
201 for 2-D and 1-D analyses, respectively.
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Fig. 14: Turbulent shear flow in an open channel: The grid convergence study for 2-D
analysis of the maximum depth-averaged concentration with respect to time t.
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Fig. 15: Turbulent shear flow in an open channel: The grid convergence study for 1-D
(Case 4) analysis of the maximum depth-averaged concentration with respect to time t in
comparison with the 2-D result. Note that the initial condition is taken at time t = 1.0
for 1-D analysis.
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Fig. 16: Turbulent shear flow in an open channel: The influence of longitudinal diffusion
on the maximum depth-averaged concentration with respect to time t, using a time step
∆t = 5.10−3 and grids of 101× 201 and 201 for 2-D and 1-D analyses, respectively.
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Appendix A. Centre Manifold Theory
Appendix A.1. A simple example
The centre manifold theory states that if the linearised state of a continuous-
time dynamical system has n zero eigenvalues and m eigenvalues with neg-
ative real parts only, then there is a locally defined smooth n-dimensional
invariant manifold such that all nearby trajectories of the system are expo-
nentially quickly attracted to the manifold. This manifold is called the centre
manifold. We refer to the book of Carr [25] for a detailed description. Below
is a simple illustrative example of a centre manifold. Consider the dynamical
system from [4],
da/dt = −ab ,
db/dt = −b+ a2 − 2b2 .
(A.1)
The eigenvalues for the linearised state of the system are 0 and -1. It can be
shown that the centre manifold is b = a2 and the motion on it is governed
by da/dt = −a3.
For the dynamical system (A.1), Roberts [4] described a procedure to
estimate the starting point on the manifold to best match the long term
behavior of a trajectory of the system (A.1) which is initially at the point
(x0, y0) off the centre manifold. Following Roberts, the evolution on a par-
ticular trajectory may be written as,
x =
[
1/x20 + 2(t+ τ)− τe−t/x20
]
−1/2
+O(ψ2) , (A.2)
where τ = (y0/x
2
0 − 1) exp (y0/x20 − 1) and ψ has a constant value, which
characterizes the trajectory. If the trajectory is on the centre manifold, that
is y0 = x
2
0, then τ = 0 and ψ = 0 and the evolution on the real trajectory,
x = [1/x20 + 2t]
−1/2
, will converge to the centre manifold solution. If the
trajectory (A.2) is initially off the centre manifold, then there are two effects
on the long term evolution of the system: the effect of the exponential term
−τe−t/x20, which is negligible as time increases, and the effect of the time
shift τ . Roberts argued that the time shift τ is a significant long term
effect of initially being off the centre manifold. In order to obtain quick
convergence, he calculated an initial point different to x0, say s0, on the
centre manifold which best corresponds to the full system initially being at a
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point (x0, y0) off the centre manifold. Since the values of x0 and y0 are small
then τ ≈ (y0/x20 − 1). Eq. (A.2) can be rewritten as
x ≈ [1/x20 + 2t+ 2τ]−1/2 +O(ψ2) . (A.3)
Now denote 1/x20+2τ as 1/s
2
0. This defines the point on the centre manifold,
which is initially at x = s0 and moves so that the actual motion approaches
it exponentially quickly. As a result, the solution on the centre manifold
converges exponentially quickly to a solution off the centre manifold,
x ≈ [1/s20 + 2t]−1/2 , (A.4)
where s0 = x0 − x0(y0 − x20) +O(ψ2).
However, it is easy to see that even if the trajectory off the centre man-
ifold starts at (x0, y0), then it will converge to the centre manifold after a
sufficiently large time. Rewrite Eq. (A.3) as
x ≈ 1√
2t
[
1 +
2τ + 1/x20
2t
]
−1/2
+O(ψ2)
which is expanded into the Taylor’s series,
x ≈ 1√
2t
[
1− 2τ + 1/x
2
0
4t
+ . . .
]
+O(ψ2) . (A.5)
In the limit t→∞, x→ 1/√2t. We can see that (2τ+1/x20)/t is the relative
discrepancy between 1/
√
2t and Eq. (A.5); it decreases with time. Therefore,
the long term evolution of the system (A.1) started off the centre manifold
still converges to the centre manifold only not as fast as when it started from
x = s0. This is a matter of how long we are willing to wait until the motion
settles on the centre manifold. In our problem of dispersion we wait for long
enough for the settling to occur. Thus, we do not construct a special initial
condition that is similar to x = s0 in the example above. Note that Roberts
and Strunin [9] did construct such an initial condition in their dispersion
problem.
In the next sub-section, the mechanism of centre manifolds is formalized
in the case of dispersion.
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Appendix A.2. Dispersion in shear flows with longitudinal diffusion neglected
Consider the flow in a channel. There are two competing factors that
govern the distribution of contaminants: (i) the cross-flow diffusion which
tends to quickly spread the contaminant in the vertical direction and ensure
smooth distribution in this direction; and (ii) the velocity shear which cre-
ates non-uniformity of the concentration across the channel, thus acting as
an opposite factor to the diffusion. As a result of co-action of these factors,
the contaminant evolves relatively slowly in space and time reaching a regime
for which the centre manifold approach can be applied. Let us show how this
problem is formulated mathematically. Performing the Fourier transforma-
tion of (2.1), one gets [3]
∂tcˆ = L[cˆ]− iku(y)cˆ , (A.6)
where cˆ(y, k, t) is the Fourier transform defined by cˆ = 1
2π
∫
∞
−∞
exp(−ikx)c dx.
The linear operator L[cˆ] = ∂y[D(y)∂ycˆ] expresses the cross-flow turbulent
diffusion and has a discrete spectrum of eigenvalues. Consider a simple case
of D(y) = const. The diffusion equation for this case, ∂cˆ/∂t = D∂2cˆ/∂y,
complemented by the boundary conditions (2.3), gives cˆ = eλt cos(κy), where
the spectrum of eigenvalues λm is discrete, λm = −Dκ2m, κm = πm/h, m =
0, 1, ... All λm are negative except for λ0 = 0 corresponding to the neutral
eigenmode cˆ = const. The negative eigenvalues, λm, correspond to decaying
non-uniformities of the concentration across the channel due to the diffusion.
The case of non-constant diffusion coefficient, D(y), is just a generalization
of this case.
We reformulate our dispersion problem to make it similar to Eq. (A.1).
After sufficiently long time, variations of the concentration along the chan-
nel, that is in x direction, become slow; accordingly we suppose that the
wave number k is small. If we add to (A.6) the trivial equation ∂tk = 0,
the dynamics exponentially quickly evolve to a low-dimensional state, where
each of the fast modes depends on t via the slow neutral mode. As a mea-
sure of the “amplitude” of the neutral mode we choose the depth-averaged
concentration, Cˆ1. As a result, we have
cˆ = cˆ(Cˆ1, k, y) such that ∂tCˆ1 = G(Cˆ1, k) . (A.7)
With (A.7) taken into account, equation (A.6) becomes
L[cˆ] =
∂cˆ
∂Cˆ1
G+ ikucˆ . (A.8)
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Since the problem is linear, we assume linear asymptotic expansions
cˆ =
∞∑
n=0
cn(y)(ik)
nCˆ1 , G =
∞∑
n=1
gn(ik)
nCˆ1 . (A.9)
The definition of Cˆ1 as the depth-average implies the conditions
1
h
∫ h
0
c0 dy = 1 ,
∫ h
0
cn dy = 0 for n = 1, 2, . . . (A.10)
Substituting (A.9) into (A.8) and collecting similar terms in powers of the
small parameter k we obtain a sequence of equations for the unknown func-
tions cn(y) and coefficients gn,
L[c0] = 0 , (A.11)
L[cn] =
n∑
m=1
cn−mgm + u(y)cn−1 for n = 1, 2, . . . (A.12)
Integrating (A.12) over the depth, we get
D∂yc|y=h − D∂yc|y=0 = gnc0 + u(y)cn−1 = gn + u(y)cn−1,
where the over-bar means depth-average. Since the fluxes through the bound-
aries are zero
gn = −u(y)cn−1 for n = 1, 2, . . . (A.13)
Successively we can calculate gn and cn for any n. Considering only three
leading terms in the G series in (A.9), we have
∂tCˆ1 = g1(ik)Cˆ1 + g2(ik)
2Cˆ1 + g3(ik)
3Cˆ1 + . . . (A.14)
Now, applying the inverse Fourier transform to (A.14), we obtain the advection-
diffusion-dispersion equation for the averaged concentration,
∂tC1 = g1∂xC1 + g2∂
2
xC1 + g3∂
3
xC1 + . . . (A.15)
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Appendix B. One-Dimensional Radial Basis Function Networks
In this appendix, we use
• the notation [̂ ] for a vector/matrix [ ] that is associated with a grid
line,
• the notation [ ](η,θ) to denote selected rows η and columns θ of the
matrix [ ],
• the notation [ ](η) to pick out selected components η of the vector [ ],
• the notation [ ](:,θ) to denote all rows and selected columns θ of the
matrix [ ], and
• the notation [ ](η,:) to denote all columns and selected rows η of the
matrix [ ].
Appendix B.1. Second-order 1D-IRBFN (1D-IRBFN-2 scheme)
We discuss in detail the formulation on an x-grid line and similar results
can be obtained for a y-grid line.
Application of (3.3) at boundary and interior points on the grid line [j]
results in
uˆ = Hˆ
(
wˆ
pˆ
)
, (B.1)
where Hˆ is an N
[j]
x × (N [j]x + 2) matrix whose entries are Hˆij = H [j][0](x(i)),
uˆ = (u(1), u(2), ..., u(N
[j]
x ))T , wˆ = (w(1), w(2), ..., w(N
[j]
x ))T and pˆ = (p1, p2)
T .
Due to the presence of p1 and p2, one can add two additional equations of
the form
fˆ = Kˆ
(
wˆ
pˆ
)
(B.2)
to equation system (B.1). For example, in the case of Neumann boundary
conditions, this subsystem can be used to impose derivative boundary values
fˆ =
(
∂u
∂x
(x(1))
∂u
∂x
(x(N
[j]
x ))
)
, (B.3)
Kˆ =
 H(1)[1] (x(1)) H(2)[1] (x(1)) ... H(N [j]x )[1] (x(1)) 1 0
H
(1)
[1] (x
(N
[j]
x )) H
(2)
[1] (x
(N
[j]
x )) ... H
(N
[j]
x )
[1] (x
(N
[j]
x )) 1 0
 . (B.4)
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The RBF coefficients including two integration constants can be transformed
into the meaningful nodal variable values through the following relation(
uˆ
fˆ
)
=
[
Hˆ
Kˆ
](
wˆ
pˆ
)
= Cˆ
(
wˆ
pˆ
)
, (B.5)
or (
wˆ
pˆ
)
= Cˆ−1
(
uˆ
fˆ
)
, (B.6)
where Cˆ is a square conversion matrix of dimension (N
[j]
x + 2)× (N [j]x + 2).
By substituting Eq. (B.6) into Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), the second- and first-
order derivatives of the variable u are expressed in terms of nodal variable
values
∂2u(x)
∂x2
=
(
H
(1)
[2] (x), H
(2)
[2] (x), ..., H
(N
[j]
x )
[2] (x), 0, 0
)
Cˆ−1
(
uˆ
fˆ
)
, (B.7)
∂u(x)
∂x
=
(
H
(1)
[1] (x), H
(2)
[1] (x), ..., H
(N
[j]
x )
[1] (x), 1, 0
)
Cˆ−1
(
uˆ
fˆ
)
, (B.8)
or
∂2u(x)
∂x2
= D¯2xuˆ+ k2x(x), (B.9)
∂u(x)
∂x
= D¯1xuˆ+ k1x(x), (B.10)
where k1x and k2x are scalars whose values depend on x, f1 and f2; and D¯1x
and D¯2x are known vectors of length N
[j]
x .
Application of equation (B.9) and (B.10) to boundary and interior points
on the grid line [j] yields
∂̂2u[j]
∂x2
= Dˆ
[j]
2xuˆ+ kˆ
[j]
2x, (B.11)
∂̂u[j]
∂x
= Dˆ
[j]
1xuˆ+ kˆ
[j]
1x, (B.12)
where Dˆ
[j]
1x and Dˆ
[j]
2x are known matrices of dimension N
[j]
x ×N [j]x and kˆ[j]1x and
kˆ
[j]
2x are known vectors of length N
[j]
x .
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Similarly, along a vertical line [j] parallel to the y− axis, the values of the
second- and first-order derivatives of u with respect to y at the nodal points
can be given by
∂̂2u[j]
∂y2
= Dˆ
[j]
2yuˆ+ kˆ
[j]
2y , (B.13)
∂̂u[j]
∂y
= Dˆ
[j]
1yuˆ+ kˆ
[j]
1y . (B.14)
Appendix B.2. Fourth-order 1D-IRBFN (1D-IRBFN-4 scheme)
Eq. (3.10) can be written as
uˆ = Hˆ
(
wˆ
pˆ
)
, (B.15)
where Hˆ is an Nx × (Nx + 4) matrix whose entries are Hˆij = H[0](x(i)),
uˆ = (u(1), u(2), ..., u(Nx))T , wˆ = (w(1), w(2), ..., w(Nx))T and pˆ = (p1, p2, p3, p4)
T .
In order to impose Neumann boundary conditions at both ends of the 1-D
computational domain (x = {x(1), x(Nx), }), we add two additional equations
of the same form as in (B.2) to equation system (B.15). The RBF coefficients
including four integration constants can be transformed into the meaningful
nodal variable values through the following relation(
wˆ
pˆ
)
= Cˆ−1
(
uˆ
fˆ
)
, (B.16)
where Cˆ is a non-square conversion matrix of dimension (Nx+2)× (Nx+4)
whose inverse can be found using the singular value decomposition (SVD)
technique.
By substituting Eq. (B.16) into Eqs. (3.6)–(3.9), the values of derivatives
of u with respect to x at the boundary and interior points on the grid line
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are obtained as
∂̂4u
∂x2
= Dˆ4xuˆ+ kˆ4x, (B.17)
∂̂3u
∂x2
= Dˆ3xuˆ+ kˆ3x, (B.18)
∂̂2u
∂x2
= Dˆ2xuˆ+ kˆ2x, (B.19)
∂̂u
∂x
= Dˆ1xuˆ+ kˆ1x, (B.20)
where Dˆ1x, Dˆ2x, Dˆ3x and Dˆ4x are known matrices of dimension Nx × Nx;
and kˆ1x, kˆ2x, kˆ3x and kˆ4x are known vectors of length Nx.
Appendix C. Calculation of g4 for the logarithmic velocity profile
Substitution of n = 3 into Eq. (A.12) leads to
L [c3] =
3∑
m=1
c3−mgm + u (y) c3−1 = c1g2 + c0g3 + c2[g1 + u (y)] , (C.1)
where u (y) = 1/κ ln (Re.y) + A/u∗, c0 = 1; and c1, c2, g1, g2 and g3 were
respectively defined by Strunin [10] as follows.
c1 = [
1
Kκ2
(y ln y − y)],
c2 =
1
4K2κ4
(
−2y + y
2
2
+ 3y ln y − 2y2 ln y + y2 ln2 y + 139
108
)
,
g1 = −1
κ
(lnRe− 1)− A
u∗
, g2 =
1
4Kκ3
, g3 =
17
216K2κ5
.
Substituting these functions and coefficients into (C.1), we have
∂
∂y
(
y
∂c3
∂y
)
=
1
4K3κ6
(
254
108
− 3y + 1
2
y2 +
139
108
ln y + 2y ln y
−3
2
y2 ln y + 3y ln2 y − y2 ln2 y + y2 ln3 y
)
.
(C.2)
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Integrating Eq. (C.2) once, we get
y
∂c3
∂y
=
1
4K3κ6
(
115
108
y − 5
4
y2 +
5
27
y3 +
139
108
y ln y
−1
2
y2 ln y − 1
18
y3 ln y +
3
2
y2 ln2 y − 2
3
y3 ln2 y +
1
3
y3 ln3 y
)
+B1.
(C.3)
Applying the boundary conditions y ∂c
∂y
|y=ǫ = y ∂c∂y |y=1 = 0 to (C.3), we get
B1 = 0. Integrating Eq. (C.3) again, we get
c3 =
1
4K3κ6
(
−2
9
y − 1
8
y2 − 1
162
y3 +
139
108
y ln y − y2 ln y
+
11
54
y3 ln y +
3
4
y2 ln2 y − 1
3
y3 ln2 y +
1
9
y3 ln3 y
)
+B2.
(C.4)
Applying the boundary conditions
∫ 1
ǫ
cn dy = 0 for n = 1, 2, ... to Eq. (C.4),
we obtain
1
4K3κ6
(
−187
432
y2 +
1
8
y3 − 283
10368
y4 +
139
216
y2 ln y − 1
2
y3 ln y
+
89
864
y4 ln y +
1
4
y3 ln2 y − 5
48
y4 ln2 y +
1
36
y4 ln3 y
)1
ǫ
+B2y|1ǫ = 0.
(C.5)
Taking the limit ǫ→ 0, we get
B2 =
3475
41472K3κ6
.
Substitution of the value of B2 into Eq. (C.4) yields
c3 =
1
4K3κ6
(
3475
10368
− 2
9
y − 1
8
y2 − 1
162
y3 +
139
108
y ln y
−y2 ln y + 11
54
y3 ln y +
3
4
y2 ln2 y − 1
3
y3 ln2 y +
1
9
y3 ln3 y
)
.
(C.6)
The value of g4 is then calculated through Eq. (A.13)
g4 = −u (y) c3 (y) = −
∫ 1
ǫ
[
1
κ
ln (Re y) +
A
u∗
]
c3 dy
= −
∫ 1
ǫ
[
1
κ
lnRe+
1
κ
ln y +
A
u∗
]
c3 dy = −1
κ
∫ 1
ǫ
c3 ln y dy,
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or
g4 = − 1
1− ǫ
1
4K3κ7
(
− 3475
10368
y +
163
432
y2 − 25
216
y3 +
89
5184
y4
+
3475
10368
y ln y − 163
216
y2 ln y +
25
72
y3 ln y − 89
1296
y4 ln y +
139
216
y2 ln2 y
− 7
12
y3 ln2 y +
29
216
y4 ln2 y +
1
4
y3 ln3 y − 1
9
y4 ln3 y +
1
36
y4 ln4 y
)
.
(C.7)
Taking the limit ǫ→ 0, we obtain
g4 = − 65
4608K3κ7
. (C.8)
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